Lecture 1: Introductory lecture

The Internet of Things
Wearable Technology

Reading on IoT: http://lancasteronline.com/features/the-internet-of-things-prepare-for-a-connected-life/article_27a9c5ec-980d-11e4-9944-1fefbe6e1564.html

Lecture 2: Metaphors lecture

HCI – Dr. Liffick’s lecture (too large to be posted, so it is attached)

Chapters 1 & 2 & 3 (only) from 9 Algorithms book (chapter 4 will be tested on Exam 2)

I am attaching 3 well-covered lectures from your classmates

Freshman Topics

Value Card sort (Ms. Margo Sassaman)
Ropes course

Sample Question

Experienced computer users are known as:

A. digerati
B. literati
C. mazzerati
D. culturati